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Wood storages

Product description

There’s little more appealing in a garden than an outdoor fireplace 
with a top filled wood storage next to it. Forno wood storages are 
available in many different versions and fit every garden. There are 
standard wood storages, but we also offer them with hardwood seat-
ing and even a completely lockable one. 

In addition, almost all the wood storage are available in a beautiful 
black coating (one colour only). The coating is heat resistant, so the 
wood storage can placed directly next to a garden fireplace. 

General information

Our wood storages consist out of:

• Thickness min. 2mm
• Reinforcement against deformation
• 5 year warranty (descending)

Corten

• Brown-orange rust colour
• Delivered un-rusted
• Rust process takes 4-5 months
• BIO rust accelerator available

Coating black

• Heat resistant
• Available in black only

Wood

• Durability class 2 hardwood
• Warm appearance

Specifications

Points of attention

• The products must be unpacked immediately after delivery.
• Corten Steel should never be constantly in moisture, it should drain well and ventilate in all situations.
• We only use Corten steel type S355JOWP.
• Coastal areas: We do not recommend using Corten steel within a radius of 2 km from a coastline.
• During the weathering process rust residue can come off the product.
• Drilling / grinding in the material is not permitted.
• Every kind of (hard) wood will turn grey under the influence of UV radiation, weather and wind. The final colour depends on 

the starting colour.
• Wood is a natural product that “works” and will shrink or expand depending on temperature and moisture content. Regularly 

oiling the wood ensures that the moisture content remains more stable and that “work” remains limited.
• Like almost all types of wood, hardwood reacts to contact with iron, this can cause strong discolouration (can be visually 

confused with mould): only use stainless steel screws.

Maintenance

• Annual cleaning by removing dirt using clean tap water.
        Note! Do not use a high-pressure cleaner or abrasive sponge.

Important
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Placement

Bunke wood storage

Installation

Wood storage

1. Start with connecting the bottom layer. On the sides you 
use the t-pieces, between the blocks use cross-pieces.

2. Work layer for layer to the top by first placing the con-
nectors, then the new blocks.

3. Tighten the supplied screws with a screwdriver.

The Bunke wood storage is completely modular, build 
from square blocks of 550x550mm that connect using 
T-pieces and cross pieces. Please anticipate on the final 
design before ordering, the connections need to be or-
dered separate. 

To guarantee the stability of the Forno wood storages, 
we recommend (especially with the higher models) to 
use the wall mounting, and always place on a solid un-
derground.

Screw

T-piece Cross-piece

Wall 
mounting hole
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Wood storage

Models

For a complete overview of all our products and specifications, please visit www.forno.nl

Wood storage

Wood storage Wood storage

Wood storage with seating Wood storage lockable

Bunke wood storage
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Accessories

To keep your black fire place tidy, we offer a high-quality heat-resistant spray paint.

Heat resistant paint black

Accessories

All our accessories meet the highest standards and are an highly suitable addition to our products.
Visit www.forno.nl for a complete overview of our accessories.

Our Corten Steel products are delivered un-rusted and the weathering process 
will take approximately 4-5 months. This process can be accelerated with the BIO 
rust accelerator available on our website.
Always read the descriptions on the packaging carefully before use.

Corten varnish can be applied to the Corten Steel products to stop the weathering 
process.
Always read the descriptions on the packaging carefully before use.

Corten varnish

Rust Accelerator


